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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a group and II be an integer z 2. We say that G is n-rewritable, 
or that G is in the class Q,, if and only if, for any (x1, x2, . . . . x,) E G”, there 
exist different permutations 0, z EC, such that 
%T(l)X,(Z) . . * X,(n) = X,(,)X,(,) . . . X,(n). 
A group G is said to be totally n-rewritable, or to be in the class P,, if and 
only if, for any (x1, x2, . . . . x,) E G”, there exists a non-trivial permutation 
0 EC, such that 
x1x2 * - . XT? = X0(1)X,(2) . . . X,(n). 
Define P=Una2Pn and Q=Unr2Q,,. Obviously P,sQ,, so PEQ. 
The class P was first introduced in [lo], in the context of semigroups. 
Many authors have studied groups in P or in Q. It has been shown that 
P is the class of finite-by-abelian-by-finite groups (see [S]) and that this is 
also the class Q (see [2]). Hence P = Q. Obviously P, = Q2 is the class of 
abelian groups, while, for every n > 2, P, is always a proper subclass of Qn 
(see [2]). The class P, is the class of groups with derived subgroup of 
order at most 2 (see [4]), and groups in P4 are metabelian (see [7]), while 
groups in P5 or P, are soluble (see [3]). Also known is a complete descrip- 
tion of the class P, (see El, 681). 
In [2] R. D. Blyth and D. J. S. Robinson proved that a group in Q4 is 
always soluble and asked if a group in Q3 is metabelian. 
In this paper we give an affirmative answer to this question (see 
Section 2). Moreover we prove, more generally that the derived length I(G) 
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of a soluble group G in Q, (n 2 3) is bounded by a function of n; in fact 
1(G) < (n - 2)(n - 2)(n + 1)/2. This bound is sharpened by 2n - 6 if actually 
G is in P, (see Section 3). 
Finally, we would like to point out that the alternating group A, E Q5 
(see [2]), while it is not yet known which is the least y1 such that P, 
contains a non-abelian simple group.’ 
2. GROUPS IN Q3 
LEMMA 2.1. Let GE Q3 and let A u G. For any x, y E G we have: 
6) if Cx, VI 4 A, then A c C,(x) LJ C,(y) LJ C&y); 
(ii) if Lx, y] E A and [x, y] # 1, then, with G= G/A, 
GE C,(Z) u C,(j) u C&j) u C,(Pj). 
Proof. (i) Let aE A. Arguing with the elements a, x, y, we easily get 
a E C,(x) u C,(y) u C,(xy) u C&x), since G E Q3 and [x, y] 6 A. There- 
fore A c C,(x) u C,(y) u C,(xy) u C,( yx). Analogously, from [xy, x] $ A, 
[xy, y] $ A, [x-r, y] $ A, it follows that 
A c C&Y) u C,(x) u C,(XYX) u G(x2y), 
A E C&Y) u G(Y) u CG(YXY) u C,(XY~), 
and 
Assume, by contradiction, that there exists a E A - (C,(x) u C,(y) u 
C,(xy)). Then a E C,(yx), and also a E C,(x”y) n C,(xy’) and 
a E C&x-‘y) u C,( yx-‘). But, if a E C,(x-ry), then a E C,( y’) and 
aE C,(x), a contradiction; if aE C,( yx-‘), then aE C,(x2) and so 
a E C,(y), again a contradiction. 
(ii) Let g E G. Arguing with the elements g, x, y, we get easily the 
required assertion, since gxy # gyx and xyg # yxg. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let GE Q3 and let A 4 G be abelian. Then 6’~ 
G.AA 1. 
ProoJ: Assume by contradiction that there exist x, YE G such that 
[Ix, y] 4 C,(A). By (i) of 2.1 it follows that 
A c C,(x) u G(Y) u C&Y). 
1 Recently R. D. Blyth and D. J. S. Robinson solved this problem by showing that a14 
groups in P, are soluble, whereas A, is in P, (see Solution of the solubility problem for 
rewritable groups, J. London Math. Sot., to appear). 
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Analogously, from [x, y-l] $ C,(A) and [x-l, ~1 q! C,(A), we get 
A E C,(X)” C,(Y) ” cG(xY-‘), A c C,(x) u C,(y) u qx-ly). 
Therefore A E C,(X) u C,( y’), A c C,(u) u C,(x’), and A = C,(x) u 
C,( y’) = C,(u) u C,(x’). But x & Co(A) and y q! C,(A), otherwise [x, JJ] E 
C,(A), impossible. So A # C,(x), A # C,(y), and A = C,(y”) = C,(x2), 
since a group cannot be the union of two proper subgroups, Hence 
x2 E C,(A) and y2 E C,(A). Arguing analogously, from [x, xv] 4 Co(A), we 
get (xv)’ E C,(A). But (xy)’ =x~JJ’[ y, xIY, so [x, ~1 E C,(A), a contra- 
diction. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let G E Q3. Then G’ is abelian. 
ProoJ: G is soluble (see [2]). By induction assume G” abelian. Let 
A 3 G” be a maximal abelian normal subgroup of G. By Proposition 2.2, 
G’ < C,(A). Moreover, by the maximality of A, there is any a E G’ - A such 
that (A, a) (I G. 
Assume by contradiction that G’ is not abelian. Then there exists 
c E G’ - Z(G’). Hence Proposition 2.2 implies (c)” is not abelian. There- 
fore there exists XE G such that [c, cX] # 1. Put G= G/A. By 2.l(ii) we 
have GE C&F) u Cc(?) u C,(E”) u Ca(c-‘F’). G’ is abelian, so from 
[g, C”] = 1, it follows that 
[y, C”] = [g[g, X-J, i”] = [g, C”] = 1 and [-, C] = 1 
Therefore C,( F”) < Cc(E), and G E C,(C) u C,( C C”) u Cc( C- ‘C’). Then 
there exists do {c, c c , c -x --‘C’} such that 1 G : C,(d)/ ~2 (see [ll]). Hence 
G= C,-(d)(y), with jj2 E C,(d), and it is easy to verify that (ddy) Q G. - -: 
Then the maximality of A implies d dY = 1 and so d’ = d-‘. Therefore 
(d) u G, and again the maximality of A implies d= 1, so that de A. 
Since obviously c# A, we have either c”A = CA or c”A = c-IA. In any 
case, from A < C,(G’), it follows that [cX, c] = 1, a contradiction. 
3. SOLUBLE GROUPS IN Q,,n> 3 
LEMMA 3.1. Let G be a group and (Ai)ociGl be an ascending normal 
series in G such that 
A,= (1) and CG/,+(Ai+ l/Ail <Ai+ l/Ai, 
for any ie (0, 1, . . . . t-l}. Assume GEQ, hnd 2’>(n-l)+(n-l)(n-2) 
+ ... +(n-l)!. 
Then G~A,EQ,~,. 
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Proof. Assume by contradiction that there exist x1, x2, . . . . x,-r EC 
such that: 
(1) XcT(l)XLT(2)‘. ‘XL+- 1) At = X,(,)X,(2) . ..x.+rjAI, B, r~C,-r, implies 
B = 7. 
Let a E A,. Arguing with the elements a, x1, x2, . . . . x,-r, we easily get 
a~lJ~,~C~(y), where Y={xi,xiZ...xih/h~(l ,..., n-l} {i,,i2 ,..., i,)c 
{ 1, 2, .a., n - I>, I(&, i,, se.7 ih}l=h}. Hence A,=U,..C,+(y). We have 
/ Yj =(n--l)+(n-l)(n-2)-t ... +(n-l)!, and, by Lemma4.1 of [9], 
there exists YE Y such that IA,: C,,(j)\ <(n-l)+(n-l)(n-2)+ ... -t- 
(n - l)! < 2’. We claim that: 
(2) 1 Ai: C,J jj)j < 2’, for any i < t. For, assume i + I< t and 
IA,+1 : C,,+,(jq -=c 2’+ l. Then 14: CAt(Y)I = IAJ,,+,(.P) : CA,+,(Y)I and 
I Ai : CAi( j)l divides I Aj+ 1 : CAi+,( j)l . Moreover I Aj : CA,( j)l # I Aj, 1 : 
G,+,(Hl> otherwise Ai+ 1 = AiCAi+l(j), and jAi E CG,JAi+l/AJ Q 
A,+,/A,, from which ~EA~+~, a contradiction by (1). Therefore 
IAi:CAi(Y)I<2’. 
In particular /A, : C,,(y)] < 2, so that I AI : CA,(p)1 = 1, and YE 
C&A,) d A, <A,, again in contradiction with (1). 
LEMMA 3.2. Let G be a soluble non-abelian group and B be a maximal 
metabeliaa normal subgroup of G. Then C,(B) < B. 
Proof. Assume by contradiction C,(B) g B. Let 1 # A/Z(B) ~3 G/Z(B) 
be an abelian subgroup of C,(B),%(B). Then (AB)’ = A’B’ is abelian, and 
AB= B by the maximality of B. Therefore A <B n C,(B) = Z(B), a 
contradiction. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let G be a soluble group in Q,, n 2 3. Then the derived 
length of G is at most (n-2)(n2-n-2)/2. 
Proof If n = 3, the result follows from Theorem 2.3. Assume now n = 4. 
If the derived length of G is at most 8, the result is true. Assume G soluble 
of length > 8. Write A, = (1) and, for every ie (1,2, 3,4}, let Aj/Ai- 1 
be a maximal metabelian normal subgroup of G/Ai_ r. Then we have 
CGIA,(Ai+ ,/Aj) < Ai+ ,/Ai, in (0, 1, 2, 3}, by Lemma 3.2. Moreover 24 > 
3 + 6 + 6, and so, by Lemma 3.1, G/A, E Q3. Therefore G/A, is metabelian, 
and the derived length of G is at most 2 ‘4 + 2 = 10, as required. 
Arguing analogously if n=5, from 4+4.3+4.3*2+4.3.2.1<2’, it 
follows that the derived length of G is at most 14 -+ 10 < 27, as required. 
Hence we can assume n > 5, and argue by induction on n. Put 
t = (n - l)(n - 2)/2. If the derived length of G is at most t < 
(n- 2)(n’- n - 2)/2, the result is true. Assume G of derived length t. 
Write A, = (1 } and, for every i E { 1, 2, . . . . t}, let Ai/Ai- r be a maximal 
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metabelian normal subgroup of G/Aiel. We have C,,,i-,(Ai/Ai-,)d 
A,/A,- i, by Lemma 3.2. Moreover it is easy to see that 2’ > (n - 1) + 
(n-l)(n-2)+ ... +(n-l)!. Hence by Lemma3.1, G/A,EQ,_,, and the 
derived length of G is at most 2t+ (n-3).(((n- l)‘-(n- l)-2)/2)= 
(n - l)(n - 2) + (n2 - 3n)/2 ss (n - 2)(n2 - n - 2)/2, as required. 
The bound of Theorem 3.3 is certainly not the best possible. If G is in P, 
(n 24), it can be sharpened, as the following result shows. We thank 
Professor H. Heineken for having greatly improved our original result. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. If G is a group in P, (n 3 3) and N is a non-abelian 
normal subgroup of G, then G/N is in P,_, , 
ProoJ Assume false, and G/N does not satisfy P, _ 1. Then there is a set 
i Xl 3 x2, .-*, x, _ I > of elements of G such that the product x1 x2 . . . x, _ I does 
not possess a reordering which belongs to the same coset of N. Choose a 
pair a, b of non-commuting elements of N. We define inductively new 
elements yi in the following fashion: 
y, =x1 if x1 does not commute with a, and 
y1 =x1 b if x1 commutes with a. 
Assume that yi is already chosen, we define: 
yitl =x~+~ ify, . . . yixi+ r does not commute with a, 
Yi+l=xi+lbifYt .-.yixitl commutes with a. 
Now a does not commute with any of the products y1y2 “.yj and the 
product ayl y2 . . . yn _ I cannot be reordered in G which is a P,-group, a 
contradiction. 
COROLLARY 3.5. A soluble group in P, (n B 4) is of solubility length at 
most 2n - 6. 
Proof. It follows easily by induction, using the fact that P,-groups are 
metabelian (see [7]). 
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